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Diary Dates
NOVEMBER

Tuesday 18th November
Last Year 12 Exams
Valadictory
Thursday 20th November
Year 10 Exams begin
Friday 21st November
Year 7 (2015) Distance Morning
Tea
Saturday 22nd November
World Challenge Team leave
Monday 24th November
Year 11 (2015) Transition begins
Year 12 (2015) Transition begins
Multicultural Day
Ssturday 29th November
Great Victorian Bike Ride leaves

Principal: Dr Stephen Parkin
Assistant Principal: Pamela Dunstall
School Captains:
Jess Thomas-Connor, Hugh Prescott

On Tuesday night I had the pleasure
of attending the Warrandyte
Community Bank AGM. The
highlight of the evening was the
awarding of almost $400,000 in
grants and sponsorships to roughly 70
community groups in Warrandyte and the
surrounding areas. One of these very happy
recipients was Warrandyte High School. In
a joint submission with the Lions Club of
Warrandyte, the school had sought funding
to asphalt the car park behind the school
basketball stadium. I am sure parents are
well aware of the shortcomings of the
current gravel car park with its uneven
and often damp surface. This has been an
even bigger problem after hours, limiting
opportunities for the greater community
to share in our resources. The Community
Bank grant of $25,000 will change all this,
improving access and comfort for our
parents and enhancing opportunities for
the school to build relationships with local
community organisations, sporting and
theatrical groups.

On behalf of the Warrandyte
High School Community I
would like to formally thank the
Warrandyte Community Bank for
their generosity and the Lions
Club of Warrandyte for their support with
the submission. Both the Community
Bank and the Lions Club have been great
supporters of our school for many years.
I would also like to thank Alicia Eldridge,
President of our Parents Association;
David Englefield and Geoff Taylor from
the Lions Club of Warrandyte and Helene
Butterworth who were the driving force
behind our grant application.
Finally, I would like to add my thanks and
best wishes to Sarah Wrigly and Kerry
Podmore who are both stepping down from
their roles with the Community Bank. They
have both made significant contributions
to the Warrandyte Community and to
the learning experiences of students at
Warrandyte high School.
Stephen Parkin
Principal
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From the Assistant Principal
Student re-enrolment packages
With the end of the year fast approaching
information regarding your enrolment for 2015
should be arriving home via your child very
shortly. The packages include information about
booklists, uniform, fees and laptops, depending
on their year of enrolment. If you do not receive a
package by Friday 21st November please contact
the General Office on 9844 2749

Bushfire preparedness
With the weather definitely warming up, on
Monday 10th November the school held a
bushfire drill. The drill went very well, with
some of the outer classrooms practicing onsite evacuation to our shelter-in place in the
gym. Areas for improvement were identified
and we are currently working on up-dating our
Emergency Management plan to incorporate
these. Further information regarding Code Red
days and the change in Government process will
be included in a later edition of the Gang Gang
after the Education Department release more
detailed information.

Senior School subjects for
2015 and the VCE Transition
Program

Sport News
Bronze Hike Achieved!

Well done to our Duke of
Edinburgh Students. We took
them to the Cathedrals Ranges last
With the Year 11 exams starting this week
and the Year 10 exams commencing next
weekend for them to complete the
week we are currently finalising senior
two day circuit for their assessed
school subjects for 2015. Student subjects
Bronze Award Hike section. All
should be released this week.
students went very well and showed
great
team work, support and
The VCE transition program commences
resilience They consistently adopted
on Monday 24th November, following
Year 10 and 11 exams. The program for
a positive mind set to complete the
Year 12 (2015) will run for one week,
course. The venue proved extremely
while the Year 11 (2015) program will
challenging with the mountain ridge
run for two weeks. This is a compulsory
sections being unforgiving. Students
program and all students will receive
and adults carried their massive packs
holiday homework from each of their
around the 26km route climbing
classes to complete over the Christmas
and camping with no facilities.
break. This program is designed to give
They
were totally self sufficient and
students a head start with their VCE. Year
coped
brilliantly. Congratulations on
10 (2015) students who are undertaking
completing
your adventurous journey
VCE subjects will also be included in
section. We hope they continue in the
this program. Transition timetables
will be available on the first day of the
next few weeks to complete and pass
program when all students are required
the three other sections of the award.
for a compulsory meeting. The time and
location of this meeting will be posted on
Junior Boys Rugby
Compass next week.
Congratulations goes to Mr Kahukiwa
Pamela Dunstall
and the junior boys who went out on
Assistant Principal
Monday. They knew they would be
facing tough competition and with
that in mind we carried out some hard
training sessions. Our focus was on
Working Bee
developing our game strategies and
Our last Working Bee for 2014 where
positive mindset. This proved to be a
we painted a fence and laid down
good plan as the boys were fantastic!
the foundation mulch for our up and
Despite facing the usual massive
coming veggie garden.
opposition we went in positive, kept
Julie, Fay and Pamela did a fantastic job
our cool and won 3 out of our 4 games.
on freshening up our front fence while
There were some excellent tries, but
Kellie, Andrew, Daniel, Ralph and Lesley
what Mr Kahukiwa said made the
wheelbarrowed and spread mulch in
difference was that the boys pulled
readiness for our new veggie patch at the
together as a whole.
top of our school.
The unfortunately lost their last
We finished with a lovely lunch, thank
game by 1 try (4:3) to the winners of
you to Pamela for making a very yummy
the day.
pavlova.
Well done and look forward to
Great job team what a difference you have
more work next year.
made. Thank you.
Clare Rayner
Helene Butterworth
Sport Leader
Executive Assistant

Visiting China
Our New Sister School:
Xinghai Experimental
Middle School
Over the past couple of weeks I have
had the pleasure of visiting China on
behalf of Dr Parkin and Warrandyte
High School to establish a Sister School
relationship with a school in Suzhou City.
The trip was undertaken together with 12
Principals from Victorian schools and was
almost entirely funded by the Chinese
Government. It was very capably overseen
by representatives of the international
division of the DEECD.
Xinghai Experimental Middle School is
located in Jiangsu Province on the east
coast of China. It is a very small province
that includes the provincial capital Nanjing
and the world-renowned modern city of
Shanghai. Jiangsu Province (population 80
million) has the best academic results in
China, and as China sits on the top of OECD
PISA test rankings for Maths, Reading and
Science, the students in this province are
some of the highest performing in the world.
Suzhou city is home to 13 million people and
Xinghai Middle School is located in the new
and very modern Suzhou Industrial Park. The
school is considered a small to medium sixed
school with 2500 students from Year 7-12.
There are 14 classes of Year 7 students (48 in
a class). I was fortunate enough to observe
several classes and was very impressed by a
showcase of the students work.
The school started in 2000 and is now
very well resourced with a well-deserved
reputation as a school of academic
excellence in the province. As with all
schools in China, Xinghai has a strong focus
on Maths, Chinese and English language as
their core subjects. They do offer Science,
other languages, sport and some creative
arts courses, although this is an area they
are keen to develop further.
The school’s in Jiangsu Province pride
themselves on their strong focus
on Globalisation in education. They
actively seek connections with schools
communities in other countries for
cultural exchange, to build educational
knowledge and learn how to improve
their practice. There are many potential
future opportunities for exchanges of
this nature between our two schools.
I had the opportunity to discuss
these possibilities with Ms. Chen, the
Principal of Xinghai, before signing
the initial sister school memorandum
of understanding.
The next phase of this exciting
development is to consult widely
within our school community to
identify programs and activities
that would be mutually beneficial,
practical and manageable for
consideration in 2015.
Thank you to all those who
assisted me prepare and
undertake this valuable trip.
Natalie Manser
Leading Teacher

Italian News
After a cold winter, my second winter in
the year, warm sunny days have started to
appear and they are very welcome. Last
Sunday, the weather didn’t allow me to
stay home so along with my housemates I
went to the beautiful Yarra Bend Park to lay
in the sun. We also walked along the Yarra,
which reminded me of another glorious
river, the Tiber. If you are strolling around in
the centre of Rome, you’ll definitely come
across it, soon or later. Not as easy to find
is the small island the Tiber hosts, the only
one inside the city. This is my number 7 in
the list of places you can’t miss in Rome.
7) Isola Tiberina (Tiber Island) is the seat of
the ancient temple of Asclepius, the god of
medicine, and later a hospital so the island
is associated with healing. There’s a legend
that there was a plague in Rome in 300 BC.
Upon consulting the Sybil, the Romans were
instructed to build a temple to Asclepius. A
snake, the animal associated with the god,
was seen curling itself around a ship’s mast
and then swimming in the Tiber to reach
the island. This was a sign which meant that
the god wanted his temple to be built there.
That explains why, later, the island was
modeled to resemble a ship. Travertine was
added to resemble a ship’s prow and stern,

and an obelisk was erected in the middle,
as if it was the mast. If your dream is a yacht
holiday, but you can’t afford it, getting
here and sunbathing, for free, could be a
far cheaper solution (and you won’t need
to tell your friends that the ship was a fake
one). During the summer, you will also find
an interesting film festival here, and a huge
open air screen. One last, good, reason to
visit the island is that it hosts the hospital
where I was born a long time ago –together
with other hundreds of babies every year.
8) Cripta dei Cappuccini (Capuchin Crypt).
If Halloween is your favourite celebration,
and you are not an impressionable person,
just get here. Otherwise, it’s probably better
to stay away. In this original church, close to
Barberini Square, you will discover several
small chapels, all decorated with the bones
and skeletons of more than 4000 monks.
9) Campo dei fiori (Field of flowers). Was a
meadow during the Middle Age and it is
now a beautiful square. Here, in 1600, the
philosopher Giordano Bruno was burnt
alive for heresy. That’s why the square hosts
a monument dedicated to him, which, at
night, is a meeting place for people coming
from the whole city. The place is usually
crowded till dawn and is still crowded
during the day. Since the 19th
Century a daily, colourful,
vegetable and fish market
has been held here. Another
reason to visit the place
during the day is the bakery at
the corner, where you can buy
the best pizza bianca in Rome,
and probably, ever.
10) San Lorenzo (San
Lorenzo District). Close to
the university, it’s the area
where most of the students
live. Packed with alternative
bookshops, second hand
shops, pubs and bars, it is
always noisy and lively at
night. Plus, it’s the home of
the best chocolate in Rome
(Said Factory). If you prefer
salty food, you can find
several cheap restaurants,
serving typical Roman dishes.
Otherwise, you can ring at
Lanini and come at my place:
me and my housemate will be
happy to share our pasta.
Ludovica Lanini
Italian Assistant

Canteen

Daily Specials
@ $5.00
Ordering would be appreciated

Monday
Chilli Chicken Sub or Tandoori
Wrap
Tuesday
Chicken Burger, Meatball Sub
or Spaghetti Bolognaise

Congratulation Clare Rayner – Finalist for the excellence
and innovation award for her outstanding achievements in
facilitating the Bronze Duke of Edinburgh Award
Recently Warrandyte High School and Clare
Rayner received some exciting news that
Clare has been selected as a finalist for the
excellence and innovation award for her
outstanding achievements in facilitating
the Bronze Duke of Edinburgh Award. Clare
was nominated by the students and parents
who are currently completing the award
and is a very deserving finalist.
Clare is passionate advocate of the Duke of
Edinburgh awards. Since introducing the
awards at Warrandyte High School she has
motivated, engaged and challenged year 8
students to complete the compass award
in 2013 resulting in more year 9 students
enrolling in the Bronze award in 2014. Clare’s
enthusiasm, leadership and motivation
have led to many students developing a
range of skills and undertaking challenges
that they otherwise would not have done.
Throughout the year, Clare has given her
all and worked tirelessly to provide a highly
organised, educational, fun and dynamic
program to support the students across all 4
components of the award. Clare runs weekly
meetings, cooking challenges, practice
walks, fundraising events and information
sessions for students and parents to ensure
the program is delivered to the highest
quality. Clare thinks creatively to provide
a broad range of activities that challenge
and engage students of all abilities whilst
ensuring they are prepared, having fun
and maintaining their enthusiasm and
commitment to the program.
These have included
• Trangia cooking master chef challenge
where students cooked off against each
other to produce a 2 course meal for
their parents in preparation for their
expedition
• Student led afterschool walks developing
navigation skills, student leadership,
improving fitness and teamwork

• Lunchtime group meetings where
students
take
responsibility
for
organising and running initiative
activities that foster teamwork, develop
trust and communication skills.
• Providing students with individual
feedback after the overnight practice
hike on their strengths, weaknesses and
areas to improve upon in preparation for
the expedition
• Providing students with access to and
supervising the school weights room
afterschool so that students can develop
their fitness and work towards their
physical activity goal
• Monitoring, interviewing and providing
feedback, guidance and encouragement
to all students on a regular basis
regarding progress of their skill, physical
activity and community service.
Clare has really led by example. She is a
cyclist who earlier in the year was involved
in an accident and sustained severe injuries.
However, she has shown the students
through determination, hard work and a
positive mindset you can reach your goals.
Students have admired her courage and
were delighted that she participated in the
practice overnight hike against all odds.
As a parent said in a letter of support for
nomination “I think Clare’s leadership and
passion for getting the students to achieve
their best is something to be applauded”.
Clare will attend the Duke of Edinburgh’s
Gold Award Gala Function on Saturday
6 December at the Melbourne Town Hall
where the winner will be announced.
Warrandyte High School congratulates
Clare on being selected as a finalist and
wishes her the best of luck on the night.
Katie Cook
PE/Health Leader

Wednesday
Fried Rice or Hot Dog, Cheese &
Sauce
Thursday
Chicken Schnitzel, Nachos Box
Friday
Souvlaki – Chicken or Lamb or
Fish & Wedges
The Canteen is selling hot toasted
sandwiches at recess for $2.50, ham
& cheese, and ham, cheese & tomato
are available. Egg and bacon rolls are
periodically available at recess as well.
Volunteers are always welcome in the
canteen.
If you are available we are seeking
someone who can come in on a Friday
whether it be every week or just
occasionally.
Cheryl Hart
Canteen Leader

Gang Gang Callocephalon fimbriatum,
found in the cooler forests
of Australia - so yeah!

SECOND HAND BOOK
SALE SATURDAY 6
DECEMBER
Books to Sell Must Be
Submitted For Sale by
Friday 28 November
Selling your old text books and buying
next year’s second hand through
Warrandyte High School not only
saves you money but contributes to
the fundraising for the school. A list of
all books accepted for resale follows in
this leaflet. Books submitted in poor
condition, the wrong edition, workbooks
with writing in them or with offensive
drawings will not be returned to you. Prices
quoted are the price at which we sell books
in good condition. Sellers receive 75% and
the school retains the remainder.

The below form must be submitted with books for sale
Student Name

✁

2nd Hand Books

Current Year Level

Parent or Guardian email address for notifications
Proceeds of Sales (Please tick the box of your choice)
Donated to the school

Paid to school fees

Direct Deposit to account

(Please complete your account information if Direct Deposit is required)
Account Name:
BSB:

Account No:

Signature of Parent or Guardian to acknowledge these conditions of sale

Signature:
Name of Parent:

Date:

SELLING BOOKS:
Current Year 7, 8 and 9 Students: Make sure
you have all books you wish to sell at school
on Friday 28 November. Each class will have
a time allocated during that morning to
hand them in. If students are not going to
be at school on this day for any reason, their
books may be left in the box at the office
before this date. Place the below form and
your books in a plastic bag.
Current Year 10, 11 & 12 Students: Place the
below form and your books in a plastic bag
and put them in the box AT THE OFFICE.
This can be done any time after exams
finish up until Friday 28 November.

BUYING BOOKS:
Saturday 6 December from 12noon
to 2:30pm in the Theatre, & Monday 8
December from 5pm to 7pm (Year 7
Information Night)

COLLECTION OF UNSOLD
BOOKS:
10 December 3.00pm – 6.00pm is your
only opportunity to collect unsold
books. Uncollected books will be
considered a donation to the school
and used for families experiencing
financial difficulty.
Judy Steel
Library Leader

YEAR 7 TEXTS FOR 2015

SELLING PRICE

ENGLISH
Macmillan National English Skills 7 AC WB (Print/eBook)
Holes (P/B). Sachar

$20.00
$10.00

HUMANITIES
Oxford Big Ideas Geography/History 7 AC (2014 Edn) (Sadler et al)

$42.00

MATHS
Pearson Maths AC 7 Student Book

$46.00

MUSIC
Musicianship & Aural Training Level 1 Student Book (2nd edn) (Smith)

$13.00

SCIENCE
Warrandyte HS Years 7/8 AC Science (NEW)
Warrandyte HS Years 7/8 AC Science (Secondhand)

YEAR 8 TEXTS FOR 2015

$97.45

SELLING PRICE

ENGLISH
Macmillan National English Skills 8 AC WB (Print/eBook)
Parvana (P/B) (Ellis)
Tomorrow When The War Began (Tomorrow Srs #1) (Marsden)

$19.00
$10.00
$11.00

HUMANITIES
Oxford Big Ideas Geography/History 8 AC (2014 Edn) (Sadler et al)

$26.00

ITALIAN
Progetto Italiano Junior 1/A1 English Speakers Txt+WrkBk+CD

$35.00

MATHS
Person Maths AC 8 Student Book

$46.00

MUSIC
Musicianship & Aural Training Level 1 Student Book (2nd edn) (Smith)

$13.00

SCIENCE
Warrandyte HS Years 7/8 AC Science (NEW)
Warrandyte HS Years 7/8 AC Science (Secondhand)

$97.45
$64.00

Continued next page

YEAR 9 TEXTS FOR 2015

SELLING PRICE

ENGLISH
Macmillan National English Skills 9 AC WB (Print/eBook
$19.00
(Sadler et al)
Love Ghosts & Nose Hair (P/B) (Herrick)
$13.00
Students are required to purchase one of the following novels:
Trash (P/B) (Corgi) (Mulligan)
$12.00
About a Girl (P/B) (Horniman)
$12.00
Graffiti Moon (P/B) (Crowley)
$11.00
Thirteen Days to Midnight (P/B) (Carman)
$11.00
To Kill a MockingBird (Arrow P/B) (Lee)
$13.00
Destroying Avalon (McCaffrey)
$12.00
Heroes Of Tobruk (Mulligan)
$12.00
Does My Head Look Big In This (P/B) (Abdel-Fattah & Randa)$11.00
Wrong Boy (P/B) (Zail)
$12.00
ITALIAN
Progetto Italiano Junior 1/A1 English
$35.00 Speakers
Txt+WrkBk+CD
FOOD TECHNOLOGY
Food By Design Level 5 & 6 Enhanced
$50.00
(VELS Edition) (Heath et al)
HUMANITIES
Oxford Big Ideas Geography/History 9 AC
$42.00
(2014 Edn) (Sadler et al)
MATHS
Person Maths AC 9 Student Book
$46.00
MUSIC
Musicianship & Aural Training Level 2 Student Book
$13.00
(2nd edn) (Smith)
SCIENCE
Warrandyte HS Years 9/10 AC Science (NEW)
$91.20
Warrandyte HS Years 9/10 AC Science (Secondhand)
$60.00

YEAR 10 TEXTS FOR 2015

SELLING PRICE
ENGLISH
Using Language to Persuade (3rd edn) (Print & oBook)
$27.00
Animal Farm (Penguin Modern Classic) (Orwell)
$12.00
Romeo & Juliet (Student Shakespeare – Illustrated)
$16.00
(Shakespeare)
VET – INTERACTIVE DIGITAL MEDIA 1 & 2
Introduction to Digital Design Process & Principles
$35.00
FOOD TECHNOLOGY
Food By Design Level 5 & 6 Enhanced (VELS Edition)
$44.00
(Heath et al)
HUMANITIES
Oxford Big Ideas Geography/History 10 AC (2014 Edn)
$42.00
(Sadler et al)
MATHS
Person Maths AC 10-10A Student Book
$46.00
SCIENCE
Warrandyte HS Years 9/10 AC Science (NEW)
$91.20
Warrandyte HS Years 9/10 AC Science (Secondhand)
$60.00

YEAR 11 TEXTS FOR 2015
ENGLISH
I’m Not Scared (P/B) (Ammaniti)
HISTORY UNITS 1 & 2
Analysing Modern History (Malone)
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT UNITS 1 & 2
Essential VCE Business Management 1 & 2 (3rd edn)
(Somers et al)
GENERAL MATHEMATICS UNITS 1 & 2
Heinemann VCE Zone Standard General Math
Enhanced (2nd edn) (Coffey)
MATHEMATICAL METHODS UNITS 1 & 2
Heinemann VCE Zone Maths Methods 1 & 2
CAS Enhanced (2nd edn) (Coffey et al)

SELLING PRICE
$16.00
$38.00
$43.00
$57.00
$57.00

Year 11 texts for 2015 continued
VET – INTERACTIVE DIGITAL MEDIA UNITS 1 & 2
Introduction to Digital Design Process & Principles
$35.00
BIOLOGY UNITS 1 & 2
Nature Of Biology Book 1 (Print & eBook) (4th edn) (Kinnear) $56.00
CHEMISTRY UNITS 1 & 2
Heinemann Chemistry 1 Enhanced Student
$59.00
Book (4th edn) (Lukins)
PHYSICS UNITS 1 & 2
Heinemann Physics 11 Enhanced SB/PR 1.0 Combo Pack $68.00
PSYCHOLOGY UNITS 1 & 2
Psychology for the VCE Student 1 & 2
$57.00
PHYSICAL EDUCATION UNITS 1 & 2
Nelson Physical Education VCE 1 & 2
$55.00
PRODUCT DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY UNITS 1 & 2
Product Design & Technology VCE 1-4
$48.00
(Print/eBook (3rd edn (O’Leary & Livett)
FOOD TECHNOLOGY UNITS 1 & 2
Food Solutions Units 1 & 2 (3rd edn) (Heath)
$60.00

YEAR 12 TEXTS FOR 2015

SELLING PRICE
ENGLISH
Wag The Dog 1997 DVD
$22.00
HISTORY UNIT 3 & 4
Analysing the Russian Revolution (Bk & CD)
$38.00
(2nd edn) (Malone)		
Analysing the Chinese Revolution (Bk & CD) (Sowdon)
$38.00
FURTHER MATHEMATICS UNITS 3 & 4
Heinemann VCE Zone – Further Maths
$57.00
Enhanced (2nd edn) (Coffey)
MATHEMATICAL METHODS UNITS 3 & 4
Heinemann VCE Zone – Maths Methods 3&4
$57.00
CAS Enhanced (2nd edn) (Coffey)
BIOLOGY UNITS 3 & 4
Nature of Biology Book 2 (Print & eBook) (4th edn) (Kinnear) $57.00
CHEMISTRY UNITS 3 & 4
Heinemann Chemistry 2 Enhanced Student Book
$54.00
(4th edn) (Hogendoorn)		
PHYSICS UNITS 3 & 4
Heinemann Physics 12 Enhanced SB/PR 1.0 Combo Pack $66.00
PHYSICAL EDUCATION UNITS 3 & 4
Nelson Phys Ed VCE 3 & 4 (Print & eBook) (5th edn)
$55.00
HEALTH & HUMAN DEVELOPMENT UNITS 3 & 4
Key Concepts VCE Health and HD 3 & 4
$69.00
PSYCHOLOGY UNITS 3 & 4
MacMillan VCE Psychology Units 3 & 4
$57.00
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT UNITS 3 & 4
Essential VCE Business Management 3 & 4 (3rd edn)
$43.00
(Somers et al)
PRODUCT DESIGN TECHNOLOGY UNITS 3 & 4
Product Design & Technology VCE 1-4
$46.00
(Print/eBook) (3rd edn) (O’Leary & Livett)
FOOD TECHNOLOGY UNITS 3 & 4
Food Solutions Units 3 & 4 (3rd edn) (Heath)
STUDIO ART UNITS 3 & 4
VCE Studio Arts Units 3 & 4 – Student Guide
$51.00
(2010 – 2014 edn) (Grant)
VCE Studio Arts Units 3 & 4 – Leading Eduge
$28.00
(2nd edn) (Kelly & Churchill)
VET – INTERACTIVE DIGITAL MEDIA UNITS 3 & 4
Introduction to Digital Design Process & Principles
$35.00

